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It would be difficult to find someone these days who would argue
against granting women the right to vote.

Iʼm sure there are a few Neanderthals holed up out there in the
dark corners of the Best Little City in America who cling to the
notion that the 19th Amendment to the Constitution was the first
step in a slow and steady decline in the moral fabric of the
Republic.

Some of them may or may not be in the Legislature.

But for the most part, the debate forwarded by Susan B. Anthony —
and other brilliant crusaders of the second half of the 19th century
— is recognized as one of the great social movements in our

nationʼs history. The opposition and outright
abuse SBA endured pursuing a mission of
equality for women and civil rights for all
people is a lesson in persistence and the
power of moral righteousness.

NOTE: The failure of the dollar coin, which
may be most peopleʼs reference to SBA,
wasnʼt a commentary on suffrage. It was just
poorly executed — and, in America, we just
donʼt like coinage.

The same thing could be said of the

Lalley: What would Susan B. Anthony think of all the government
secrecy?
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This rendering shows the front entrance for a new elementary school that will replace Mark Twain in 2015. The name of
the new school at 28th Street and Dakota Avenue in central Sioux Falls was revealed Monday night. / Drawing courtesy
of Architecture Inc.
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New way to participate in '100 Eyes'
conversation
There are new and expanded ways to participate in the
“100 Eyes” online conversation. 
Each day weʼll start the livechat on news and issues at
10 a.m. Thatʼs the chat box that accompanies the live
video portion of the show which starts at 3 p.m. This
way you can comment on the dayʼs topic or submit
questions before the lights go on. 
You also donʼt have to be in front of a computer. Our
livechat will pull in the hashtag #100Eyes automatically
from any Twitter account. 
Use the #100Eyes hashtag in Facebook as well and
weʼll grab those comments for use in the show. 
As always, you can comment on the “100 Eyes” blog or
on the “100 Eyes” Facebook page. 
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choosing of a name for a school in Sioux
Falls.

The fact that the school board voted this
week to chuck poor old Mark Twain out the
door in favor of honoring SBA isnʼt a
commentary on either historical figure or
their contributions to society, though judging
from the comments on Mondayʼs edition of

“100 Eyes” and the extremely unscientific online poll at
ArgusLeader.com, the general public wasnʼt too thrilled with the
decision.

What is particularly bothersome is how it was done — in secret.

A loophole in South Dakotaʼs open meetings laws allows local
government bodies, such as a school board, to avoid exposing
deliberations to the public if itʼs done by an appointed task force or
subcommittee. In the case of choosing names, a task force
appointed by Superintendent Pam Homan takes input from the
public and then makes the choice, which then is approved by the
full school board.

Patrick Lalley is managing editor of Argus Leader Media.
Reach him at plalley@argusleader.com or 605-331-2291.
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And donʼt forget, your old friend email at
plalley@argusleader.com.
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